Safety Protocols
Effective Aug 31/2020
Alldancers must fill out COVID form located on website before entering studio.
https://www.dancelements.com/daily-screening-questionnaire
Entry through Studio A
Exit vehicle no earlier than 5 minutes before class with mask on.
Wear into studio dance clothes with an overlayer, carrying your dance shoes, water bottle in small bag.
Line up on blue footprints located on pavement by the front windows.
Move forward toward the entry door- which will be marked entry.
The teacher will come out and wave to signal class can enter.
Dancers will follow feet and move forward as the line moves forward, in a distanced manor. Like
waterslide rules- when the person in front disappears through door everyone moves forward a space.
The dancers will be handed a number when entering studio, this will be to their assigned space. They
will sanitize and proceed to assigned space.
At assigned space, they will put down their items and continue to change shoes and get ready for class.
This is when they will take off their mask and put their belongings in their bag and change shoes. Keep in
mind all their belongings must be in their space- so keep it to the bare minimum. *cinch bags available
on website under store tab for those wanting a small bag to contain their dancers items.

In Class-all protocols will be run through with dancers
If they need to leave the room to use the facilities- they will need to raise their hands.
They will use the washroom, and then return to the studio door.
They will wait there till the teacher invites them to go back to their space.

Leaving Studio A
When class is over the dancers will change shoes and put on overlayers and masks in their assigned
space.
They will raise their hands when they are ready to leave, and the teacher will direct them out the door.
When leaving they will drop their number in the used # bin to be cleaned.
They will be directed out the exit door. They will wait out front on the footsteps moving to the east
direction. Please pick them up at exact finish time as we will only let 2 dancers wait out front at a time.

Entry through Studio B
Exit vehicle no earlier than 5 minutes before class with mask on.
Wear into studio dance clothes with an overlayer, carrying your dance shoes, water bottle in small bag.
Line up on blue footprints located on pavement by the patio located on east side of building in side
alley. There are only 2- so you will need for either a space to open.
Move forward toward the entry door- which will be marked entry and exit door.
The teacher will come out and wave to signal class can enter.
Dancers will follow feet and move forward as the line moves forward, in a distanced manor.
They will enter the lobby which has 6 holding spaces.
The dancers will be handed a number when entering studio or when in place in lobby, this will be to
their assigned space. They will sanitize and proceed to assigned space.
At assigned space, they will put down their items and continue to change shoes and get ready for class.
This is when they will take off their mask and put their belongings in their bag and change shoes. Keep in
mind all their belongings must be in their space- so keep it to the bare minimum.

In ClassIf they need to leave the room to use the facilities- they will need to raise their hands.
They will use the washroom, and then return to the studio door.
They will wait there till the teacher invites them to go back to their space.

Leaving studio B
When class is over the dancers will change shoes and put on overlayers and masks in their assigned
space.
They will raise their hands when they are ready to leave, and the teacher will direct them out to their
holding space. When leaving they will drop their number in the used # bin to be cleaned.
We can not monitor them outside of the building so please communicate with us otherwise they will be
in holding space. For those that want their kids to meet them outside- they will be sent up and be
outside on south side of east door on blue footprints. Please pick them up at exact finish time as we will
only let 2 dancers wait outside at a time.

Studio Protocols
Staff will mop floor and wipe down all contact points between classes, along with having a bin for used
equipment to be sanitized.
Bathrooms will be sprayed down, stairwell railing wiped.
There is a sanitizing station at studio entry doors, along with at building entry doors and in hall by
washrooms.
We can not let new flow of students in until space has been sanitized- so pick up and drop off times
need to be followed as close to on time as we can. 15 minutes is allotted to clean between classes.
If you will be late, please advise us by using the remind app. The info on how to use this app will be sent
separately. Your child will be sent to the holding space.
Only one parent can accompany a dancer into the building at a time, and only if you feel its important.
This is really beneficial to primary and under parents- the holding psace you drop them off in is the same
holding space you can pick them up from.
Parents can not remain in the studio during class. You can wait in your car and return to holding space or
footprints (studio A) to retrieve your dancer.
Dancers are asked to not remain in building if they have break longer than 15 minutes. If it needs to
happen then they will be asked to use one of the holding spaces in the lobby or in dancers’ quarters.

Please note – we are building a new entrance that will be safe, easier access to both studios and should
be ready with in the next few weeks. Once it is up and running, we will email out another set of safety
protocols more conducive to the season.

We know this is a lot and will be work for all to make it smooth for the dancers. We appreciate all your
efforts on helping us to run smoothly.

Miss Jo and Dance Elements Staff

